LAND VALUE CAPTURE MECHANISM

Land value capture mechanisms follow the basic logic that enhanced accessibility to attractive and efficient transport systems adds value to land and real estate.

This value addition has been confirmed by several researches. For example, in Hong Kong, research indicates that housing price premiums are in the range of 5% to 17% for units in proximity to railway. This premium can even exceed 30% if properties incorporate transit-oriented design, such as structures that facilitate pedestrian access to commercial amenities or provide pathway connected with stations.¹

As this value premium results from public investments, it is reasonable for public authorities to try to capture the surplus. The surplus captured can then be used to repay part of the cost of the transport infrastructure. While various land value capture mechanisms exist, this case study will focus on the joint development model widely used for developing the Hong Kong metro network. Joint development is a type of public-private partnership where a public entity collaborates with private developers on infrastructure projects, such as real estate properties, with both entities sharing risk, cost and profit.

BACKGROUND

Hong Kong, China, is very densely populated, with a land area of only 1,104 square kilometers and a population of more than 7 million. Every day, over 11 million passenger journeys are made on the public transport system, which includes railways, trams, buses, minibuses, taxis and ferries.² More than 90% of all motorized trips are by public transport, the highest market share in the world.³

To achieve these impressive results, major investments had to be made in public transport systems. A key actor in the sector has been the Hong Kong Mass Transit Railway Corporation (MTRC), established in 1975 to provide metro services. Its entire system now stretches 218.2 km and has 84 stations and 68 light rail stops.

The sections below will describe how MTRC has managed to mobilize significant financial resources for its network development.

MTRC BUSINESS MODEL

While most metro systems worldwide depend heavily on public financial support, MTRC operates without government subsidy and is highly profitable. This success is only possible because of the profits MTRC makes from its real estate business.

Over the last fifteen years (1998 to 2013), property related operations have actually generated almost twice the amount of money spent on railway line construction (profit from property operations was more than HKD 88 billion, or approximately USD11 billion).⁴

Revenues are derived from profit sharing with private developers (mostly for residential projects) in real estate sale, and from renting and managing MTRC-owned properties (in particular for commercial and office operations). An example of property development around the Hong-Kong metro station is described in Box 1.
MTRC is now one of the major players in the property market in Hong Kong, China, and its profit from transport operations accounts for barely 20% of its total profit. In addition to providing a stable and abundant source of income, developing property along the railway benefits MTRC by attracting residents to amenities and housing near the stations, which contributes to railway patronage.

**PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM**

The general property development process is as follows:\(^5\)

1. When planning a new railway line, MTRC, in conjunction with the government, assesses the cost of construction and then prepares a master plan to identify property development sites along the railway.

2. Having obtained all necessary approvals and having negotiated terms, MTRC purchases from the government the right for a period of 50 years to develop property above railway stations and depots, as well as on land adjacent to the railway (referred to as “development rights”). The “land premium” paid to the government for this right does not take into account the increased value resulting from the transport project (commonly referred to as the “before rail” land premium).

3. MTRC then prepares a public tender for allocating these property development rights to private developers (development rights are usually divided into lots that are more manageable, in terms of cost, for developers).

4. The private developers selected usually pay all development costs, including the land premium, for acquiring the exclusive development rights from MTRC. The private developers then have to bear the construction and commercialization risks and costs related to the residential and commercial properties.

5. Profit sharing mechanisms are included in the agreements with the private developers. For the residential units, MTRC will receive an agreed portion of the profit generated by the sales if the private partner manages to sell all the units before the contractual deadline. Otherwise, MTRC will obtain the unsold units and then determine whether to sell or lease in the open market. For shops and office units, MTRC generates profits by leasing directly with developers or by keeping part of the assets developed to generate long-term rental income.

6. While MTRC is not in charge of the construction of the properties, it nevertheless supervises the work, carries out civil works and enforces the technical control standards and requirements for interfacing between its railway premises and the property development.

**Box I: Property Development around the Hong-Kong Metro Station**

The picture depicts the Hong-Kong Metro station where 415,900 sq.m. of fully integrated offices, retail and hotel facilities were developed by MTRC using joint property development programs. This comprises notably the two International Finance Centre (IFC) towers.
Success?

As shown in Figure 1, these development programs have been considerable in size. Since 1995, more than four million square meters of residential units have been awarded, which corresponds to approximately 100,000 residential units. These programs have, however, declined in intensity over time, and no new development programs have been awarded by MTRC since 2010.

The decline in activity may be explained by expensive land premiums, which hinder the participation of private developers in property development programs. For example, the nearly HKD 2.7 billion (USD 0.35 billion) of land premiums might have caused the failure of the second tendering of the Tin Wing Light Rail Transit Station development project in 2014.6

MTRC is also dependent on the development rights granted by the government. However, MTRC did not receive any new rights in the period 2000-2010.7 In 2011, MTRC received development rights to finance two of the current five strategic rail extensions, which will add 56 km to the network by 2020.8 These two projects are the construction of the South Island Line (East) and the Kwun Tong Line Extension.

These two projects could give a new momentum to joint development programs (the other three extension projects will be funded through other mechanisms, such as capital grants in which government is responsible for filling funding gap between revenue and cost, or service concession where railway construction cost is undertaken by government and MTRC must pay annually for keeping railway operating right).9

Opportunity cost?

All the land in Hong Kong, China, is leased from or otherwise held by the public authority.10 With such land control, it may seem as if the government should grant development rights directly to private developers after the construction of the railway infrastructure. The government could then collect land premiums at the “after rail” price instead of selling development rights to MTRC at the “before rail” price.

This approach, however, would incur additional costs related to the coordination with and possible claims from the railway operators due to operational and technical considerations.11 Also, as the government is the majority shareholder of MTRC with 77% ownership, it benefits indirectly from the profits made by MTRC. For instance, MTRC has distributed close to HKD 40 billion of dividends (approx. USD 5 billion) since its Initial Public Offering (IPO) in 2000 and the government has not provided subsidies which would have been required without the granting of development rights to MTRC. The market value of MTRC has also increased significantly with its stock price more than doubling since the IPO.

Meanwhile, the “rail+property” model satisfies the government’s intention to spearhead the growth of local communities along the railway. Take Tseung Kwan O Extension Line as an example: after its construction in 1999, the region has witnessed a significant population growth (from less than 328,000 to 437,000) and a swift development of commercial areas.12

Potential risks?

MTRC is more and more dependent on the revenues generated through real estate activities. This reliance could become an issue if the real estate market were to decline. Also, the importance of real estate activities could potentially distract MTRC from its core business of transport services. The question is then whether it could appropriate to segregate the two type of business or whether a transport company is best equipped to manage real estate operations.

Figure 1: Gross Floor Area of Property Development Programs Awarded From 1995 to 2010 (Million Square Meters)6

Source: ESCAP based on data from Annual Report of MTRC
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

By using land value capture mechanisms, Hong Kong, China, has enjoyed a world class level of railway service with limited public financial input. To understand whether the model used could be replicated in other cities, it is worth considering the specific factors that have made this property development program possible.

First, the scarcity of land in Hong Kong, China, has clearly contributed to the success of the program. Despite the additional costs and constraints of developing property above a railway station, private developers have been attracted due to limited alternatives. In addition, real estate prices have been skyrocketing making most real estate projects profitable (house prices have multiplied by 15 since 1980). Private developers are therefore willing to participate in public tender and take all development costs and risks as they have optimistic expectations for the property market in Hong Kong, China.

Second, traffic volume (on average every day 4.4 passengers use the metro) creates a huge commercial potential for the properties connected to the railway network. However, this traffic volume can also increase the technical complexity associated with these land value capture projects.

Third, the close relationship between MTRC and the government, as well as the land policy in Hong Kong, China, has facilitated the planning and granting of development rights along railway lines. For private developers, having MTRC as partner has also made it easier to address technical issues.

Fourth, MTRC has developed strong internal expertise in property management and development. Such expertise, however, would be difficult to replicate in cases like one-off projects or with limited market potential.

Given these specifics, one might argue that Hong Kong, China, represents an extreme case difficult to copy in other parts of the world. However, many coastal cities in mainland China have recently mimicked Hong Kong’s development pattern (high-rise, mixed-use development). Urban rail systems, operated and maintained with help of MTRC’s experience, are currently found in several mainland Chinese cities like Beijing, Shenzhen and Hangzhou, by means of revised financing approaches due to different land policies.

Plans call for expanding and upgrading these current systems as well as building new rail transit systems in 15 other Chinese cities. Given economic and spatial restructuring throughout urban China, which is similar to that occurring in Hong Kong, there are tremendous opportunities to create sustainable urban infrastructure by bundling land development and railway investments.
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